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TOTAL EXPENDITURES IN 2014* = $20,462

EXPENDITURES BY CUISINE

* This figure does not include the costs of cooking and eating in (groceries and Blue Apron). 
  This does not include meals that were paid for by friends, restaurants, and my job.
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NUMBER OF RESTAURANTS BY LOCATION

7 MOST VISITED RESTAURANTS
SOBAYA

GOURMET GARAGE

HO YIP

McDONALD’S

BOHEMIAN
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NOODLE VILLAGE
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Visited �� Michelin-starred restaurants for a total of  �� stars

MICHELIN

CALIFORNIA  ∙  DENMARK  ∙  NEW YORK  ∙  SPAIN

ELEVEN MADISON PARK ∙ 
BROOKLYN FARE ∙ ARZAK 

ATELIER CRENN ∙ QUINCE ∙ NOMA ∙ 
JUNGSIK ∙ MAREA ∙ SOTO 

GRAMERCY TAVERN (�) ∙ THE SPOTTED PIG (�) ∙ 
BETONY ∙ BLUE HILL ∙ BOULEY ∙ DEL POSTO 

2014 IN REVIEW

TOP 10 BITES
CHRONOLOGICAL

TOP 10 DINING EXPERIENCES
�.   CHEF’S TABLE AT BROOKLYN FARE – Brooklyn, NY

�.   BLUE HILL AT STONE BARNS – Pocantico Hills, NY

�.   ATELIER CRENN – San Francisco, CA

�.   NOMA – Copenhagen, Denmark

�.   ALINEA – Chicago, IL

�.   ARZAK – San Sebastián, Spain

�.   SUSHI NAKAZAWA – New York, NY

�.   QUINCE – San Francisco, CA

�.   GRAMERCY TAVERN – New York, NY

��.  ELEVEN MADISON PARK – New York, NY

�.   PIG’S HEAD CUBAN  The Cannibal
  Hell’s Kitchen, NY – January ����

There is no shortage of  Cuban sandwiches in Tampa, FL, but most of  them are thin with dry meat and limp, chewy bread. 
Cannibal’s version was the direct opposite. Piled with ample amounts of  juicy ham, oozing Gruyère, and a generous layer of  
pig’s head terrine, the sandwich comes complete with crispy bread that comes hot off the griddle. The first bite was nirvana—
a visceral crunch that gives way to the gooey flesh-filled interior, with notes of  sweet, sour, and savory hitting you fast. 
No      . Just    all the way until the end. Tip: Ask for a side of  hot mustard and extra napkins. 

�.   PRALINE MILLEFEUILLE  Ladurée
  Soho, NY – March ����

Hazelnut aficionados, rejoice! Every bite has crunch from the crispy hazelnuts along with the gushing of  praline cream. This is 
one of  my all-time favorite desserts. The Soho location is an eight min walk from my office, come summertime. 
Great for my sweet tooth, bad for my belly.

�.   DEER STEAK  Arzak
  San Sebastián, Spain – March ����

 This was memorable not because of  the actual entrée (obviously, the deer was prepared to perfection with the tenderness of  Wagyu) 
but because it was served on top of  a Phillips tablet with a looping video of  flames. Elena Arzak explained that the restaurant 
partnered with Phillips to design this customized tablet for the visual experience of  this one specific dish. For me, there’s something 
innately soothing about fire and I was in a trance as I slowly ate my deer while mesmerized by the dancing flames on my “plate.”

�.  COD WITH BREAD AND LIQUID SALAD  Bar Zeruko
  San Sebastián, Spain – March ����

There’s a reason that San Sebastián is known as culinary heaven with the highest ratio of  Michelin stars per capita. My hosts, 
Inma and Nacho were taking us on a pintxos tour and our first stop was at Bar Zeruko, a highly decorated spot known for its 
modern molecular gastronomic approach to food. For the signature dish, we received individual mini charcoal grills. A skewer of  
raw cod was then placed on the grill with a sharp sizzle, and while it cooked, a perfume of  smokiness and cod marinade enveloped 
us in an opaque cloud. The “bread” was a puffy cracker with this fresh herb aioli with vegetable “roe.” After eating these two 
components, we slurped a “liquid salad” through a straw. 

The soft sizzling, the smell of  smoke, the accented chatter of  the Basque country, the frenetic energy of  other patrons, the sight 
of  all the creative pintxos on display, and the taste of  this perfect piece of  cod stimulated all my senses, searing an indelible food 
memory that will be frozen in time forever.

�.   BEEF TARTARE WITH ANTS  Noma
  Copenhagen, Denmark – March ����

Going in, I knew there were ants on the menu, but the whole thing sounded like a gimmick until @thedanielgiusti explained 
that citrus did not grow natively in the area. Instead, Noma used the natural formic acid inside the freeze-dried ants to impart 
citrus flavors to the dish. It worked; the ants were crunchy and sour (think Nerds) and added an essential tang to complement 
the raw beef. Now read this whole thing again in Zoolander’s voice.

�.   BRAISED PORK STEW  Facing East
  Bellevue, WA – May ����

 A dish like this always evokes my parents’ cooking. Softly braised pork full of  flavor and marbling. The collagen and a thin layer 
of  fat dripped onto the canopy of  white rice and mixed with the dark brown soy sauce. The pork came apart easily with a fork 
and had the right amount of  sweetness, saltiness from the soy sauce, and flecks of  licorice from the star anise. Haven’t had one 
this enjoyable in LA or NYC. A dish like this brings me home. 

�.   XIAO LONG BAO  The Bao
  East Village, NY – August ����

Before The Bao, my favorite xlb (soup dumplings) were from Nan Xiang in Flushing and Noodle Village in Chinatown. Then I 
heard about The Bao from fellow food lover @whatshisees. Most people clamor for Joe Shanghai’s, a result of  great marketing 
over many years and lack of  competition. Unlike inferior Joe’s, The Bao nailed every aspect: ample flavorful broth, perfect ratio 
of  skin to broth, and a delicate skin that has the elasticity to stretch without breaking.

�.   GOLDEN BEET TARTARE  M. Wells Dinette
  Long Island City, NY – August ����

Definitely didn’t know what to expect before the first bite but ended up demolishing every last crumb alongside fellow foodie
@juliaxzhang. Beautiful golden beets topped with Parmesan bread crumbs, hidden poached egg in middle, and a bottom layer 
of  goat cheese. The perfect marriage of  textures (silky egg, crunchy Parmesan bread crumbs) and flavors (earthy beets and 
refreshing horseradish with mustard). 

�.   CHICKEN LIVER TOAST  Spotted Pig
  West Village, NY – September ����

This dish is big in portion and flavor. Rich and slightly chunky with a sweetness from caramelized onions. 
Probably my favorite rendition of  liver in the city.

��.  JERK CHICKEN  Caribbean Trade & Grocery
  Tampa, FL – December ����

 It was Christmas break and I had a few friends over for a Dumpling Party at my parents’ home. In the middle of  a hyper-
competitive game of  Taboo, my friend @dubsie arrives with a massive ten pound tray of  jerk chicken, the smell of  the 
marinade causing us to pause the match and run downstairs. Each bite was tender and juicy with the best part being the skin 
that absorbed the sweet and spicy jerk marinade, which took it to the next level. There were raggedy pieces of  chicken in our 
teeth as we smiled at each other, our fingers sticky with jerk marinade. We almost didn’t finish Taboo.

AMERICAN          $�,���

ITALIAN        $��� 

CHINESE       $�,��� 

SPANISH (OTHER)   $��� 

MEXICAN       $��� 

JAPANESE      $�,��� 

KOREAN       $��� 

FRENCH         $�,��� 

DANISH        $��� 

GREEK              $���

VIETNAMESE        $��� 

THAI                 $��� 

PERUVIAN             $��� 

MIDDLE EASTERN  $�� 

UKRAINIAN            $� 

RUSSIAN         $��

LAOTIAN         $�� 

INDIAN          $��

NEW YORK (435) · CALIFORNIA (43) · ILLINOIS (17) · SPAIN (14) · 
MARYLAND (10) · GEORGIA (9) · NEVADA (8) · CANADA (7) · MINNESOTA (6) · 

FLORIDA (5) · TEXAS (5) · DENMARK (4) · WASHINGTON (3) · MASSACHUSETTS (2)
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